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APNU retains control of Georgetown

_____________________________________________

By: Svetlana Marshall

President David Granger has been di-

agnosed in Cuba with Non-Hodgkin

Lymphoma and underwent surgery and

began a second phase of treatment to-

day, according to a statement from the

Guyana Embassy in Havana, Cuba.

The statement said that the President

Granger is expected to make a full recov-

ery under the supervision of his doctors.

According to the Mayo Clinic, Non-

Hodgkin’s lymphoma is cancer that origi-

nates in the lymphatic system, the disease-

fighting net-

work spread

throughout the

body. In non-

Hodgkin’s

l y m p h o m a ,

tumours de-

velop from

lymphocytes -

a type of white

blood cell.

Non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma is more

common than the other general type of

lymphoma — Hodgkin lymphoma. Many

different subtypes of non-Hodgkin’s lym-

phoma exist. Diffuse large B-cell lym-

phoma and follicular lymphoma are among

the most common subtypes.

Advances in diagnosis and treatment

of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma have helped

improve the prognosis for people with this

disease.

The A Partnership for National Unity

(APNU) retained control of Guyana’s

capita, Georgetown, collecting 21 of the

30 seats on the 30-member council. The

party achieved this by winning 12 of the

15 constituencies.

Its rival, People’s

Progressive Party

Civic however, im-

proved its showing

by grabbing three

constituencies and

collecting another

four seats through

the Proportional

Representation mechanism of the Local

Government system. The Alliance For

Change (AFC) won two PR seats as well.

Approximately 119,374 eligible vot-

ers were expected to cast their ballots in

the Municipality of Georgetown but by the

close of poll, a meagre 28.3 per cent of

the voting population had done so, con-

firming reports of a low voters’ turn out.

In announcing the election results for

the Municipality of Georgetown in the

mixed system of Proportional Represen-

tation (PR) and First-Past-The-Post

(FPTP), the city’s Returning Officer

Duarte Hetsberger disclosed that APNU

won a total of 21 seats from a total of 30

while the PPP/C secured seven (7) seats.

The AFC – the party that forms a bloc of

the current gov-

ernment but

opted to go it

alone during this

round of elec-

tions — man-

aged two seats.

Nine of the

APNU’s seats

came from the

Proportional Representation (PR) system

while 12 were garnered from the First

Past the Post system. PPP/C received

four seats from the PR system and three

under the First-Past-The-Post compo-

nent. AFC won two seats, both under the

PR component of the elections.

In offering his breakdown in the pres-

ence of the Guyana Elections Commis-

sion (GECOM) Public Relations Officer

(PRO) Yolanda Ward, the returning of-

ficer disclosed that a total of 28,436 valid

votes were cast and a total    See page.......2
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President Granger
diagnosed with
Non-Hodgkin

Lymphoma
-undergoing treat-

ment overseas

Sunday, November 18, 2018 marks

the 40th anniversary of the Jonestown

Holocaust. More than 900 Americans

died on Guyanese soil after committing

what is believed to be a mass murder-

suicide. They were forced/coerced into

drinking cyanide-laced Kool Aid.

Forty years onwards, Guyana still car-

ries the shame of what took place.

Jonestown was part of the police-state

which was created by the Forbes

Burnham administration. Its existence was

kept secret from most Guyanese who,

when the holocaust occurred, questioned

where exactly in Guyana it was located.

Two days after the holocaust (the

American Embassy in Guyana described

the event in their diplomatic correspon-

dence), a top local foreign service official

informed the Embassy that the Guyana

Defence Force had gone into the area and

seen about 300-400 persons dead.

Either the GDF had a problem esti-

mating the numbers of dead they saw, or

there was an attempt at misleading the

Americans. It was later discovered that

more than 900 persons lay lead at

Jonestown.

Forbes Burnham, soon after learning

about the holocaust, established a Task

Force headed by Hamilton Green to deal

with the problem. A number of senior gov-

ernment officials were part of this Task

Force and some of them are still alive and

therefore would be able to provide infor-

mation on that period.

A number of US passports were re-

covered from Jonestown and handed

over to the police. The United States Em-

bassy was interested in determining the

identity of those who died in the massa-

cre and made a plea to one Task Force

member to have the passports returned.
See page.............10

The Guyana Holocaust
By: Peeping Tom 

Min. Volda Lawrence talking with the press
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(Continued from cover page) of 432 were rejected ballot papers.

He explained that in the PR component of the Local Gov-

ernment Elections, the APNU won the hearts of voters’ secur-

ing the majority of votes – 18,127. The People’s Progressive

Party/Civic (PPP/C) came in second with 7,050 votes while

the Alliance For Change (AFC) raked in 3,059 votes. The GNS

Party secured a meagre 94 votes and the United Republican

Party (URP), 106 votes.

Meanwhile, in the First-Past-The-Post component of the

elections, the voters’ confidence in Patricia Chase-Green was

clearly expressed, despite being on the firing line for the chaos

at City Hall. In her constituency – No. 12, Chase-Green – an

APNU member – came up against AFC’s Bryan Nobrega, PPP/

C’s Maxine Padmore, and independent candidate Hubert

Maloney. The mayor collected 2,212 of the votes. Nobrega

managed to secure only 662 votes while Padmore got 92 votes.

The independent candidate had 34 ballots cast in his favour.

When the new council is sworn into office, the Deputy

Mayor Akeem Peter will take his place around the horseshoe

table at City Hall having outdone himself in Monday’s elections.

Peter, who contested in Constituency Five, secured 1,473 vot-

ers while his contenders – AFC’s Vashti Harris, PPP/C’s Dion

Younge and Independent Candidate James Hermanstein, got

171, 419 and 295 votes respectively.

APNU’s Gregory Fraser will also be returning to the coun-

cil. Fraser, who is no stranger to the local political scene in the

city, raked in 1,207 votes thrashing his contenders. AFC’s

Patricia Marks received only 210 votes and PPP/C’s Lurlene

James 200 votes.

This time around, Constituency No. 11 will be represented

by Yvonne Ferguson, who raked in 1,196 of the voters in her

area. AFC’s Quincy Alleyne managed to rake in only 170 while

PPP/C’s Mark Persaud secured 760 votes but it wasn’t enough

to defeat Ferguson. URP’s Jason Herbert got 32 votes while

former city councilor Eon Andrews, who had decided to go it

alone as an independent candidate, got only 193 votes.

First time candidate Denroy Tudor, who contested under

the APNU umbrella, outshone the others and pulled the major-

ity of the votes. Tudor raked in 1,436 votes in Constituency

No. 14 while AFC’s Juliet Julian secured 308 votes and PPP/

C’s Sextus Edwards 86.

His colleague over in Constituency 15, Cilesia Hall also

collected the majority of the votes. Hall secured 614 to win

herself a spot on the council while AFC Ufax Branche and PPP/

C’s Michael Moosammy got 126 and 270 votes respectively.

APNU’s Trichria Richards copped 1,830 of the votes in

Constituency No. 13 while AFC’s Jewula Ceasar and PPP/C’s

Alana Persaud grabbed 403 and 213 votes respectively.

APNU’s Heston Bostwick also won in Constituency No.

10 having secured 882. AFC’s Brittany Eversley got 237 votes

while PPP/C’s Ron Amos pulled only 329 votes.

Over in Constituency Nine, APNU’s Shonelle Smith-

Daniels now have the opportunity to represent residents within

the area after they threw their support behind her. Smith-Daniels

pulled 1,253 votes. AFC’s Martin Gaul and PPP/C’s repre-

sentative secured 327 and 104 votes respectively. Independent

candidate Bonar Robertson got 113 votes.

In Constituency Seven, APNU’s Ivelaw Henry secured

397 votes while AFC’s Le Shante Marks raked in only 88 votes

and PPP/C’s Bishram Kuppen 229 votes. Henry will now take

up a seat on the council.

In Constituency Four, APNU’s Alfred Mentore raked in

654 votes to secure a spot on the council while his contenders

APNU retains control of Georgetown
received 201 votes in the case of AFC’s Renata Chuck A Sang;

547 votes in the case of PPP/C’s Patrick De Santos and 89

votes went to Independent Candidate Louis Nestor, Indepen-

dent Candidate Michael Williams 58 and Independent Candi-

date Phyllis Jordan, 106 votes.

Constituency One was also won by a candidate of the

APNU. Ubraj Narine who secured 816 votes defeating AFC’s

Natoya Gibson (293), PPP/C’s (559) and two independent

candidates who both got below 150 votes each.

While her colleagues managed to pull the majority of the

votes in their constituencies, sitting councillor Andrea Marks

suffered a major loss after she was defeated by PPP/C’s Param

Persaud in Constituency Six. Persaud 1,279 votes while Marks

came sharply behind with 1,066 votes, though not enough to

return to council. AFC’s Sylvester Shim only got 148 votes.

PPP’s Dimitri Ali won a seat on the council after pulling

849 votes in Constituency Three. APNU’s Astell Collins se-

cured 528 votes but not enough to defeat his PPP/C contender,

however, he did receive more votes than AFC’s Patricia Helwig

who got 65 votes and the two independent candidates who

both received below 90 votes.

PPP/C also won in Constituency Two.

Embassy of the Cooperative Republic
of Guyana

The Embassy of the Cooperative Republic of Guyana in

the Republic of Cuba wishes to make the following official State-

ment on the presence of His Excellency, Brigadier David Arthur

Granger, President of the Cooperative Republic of Guyana, in

the Republic of Cuba.

His Excellency, the President, arrived in Havana on Tues-

day, October 30, initially, for a medical investigation which he

deemed necessary because of an unusual physical discomfort.

He was received by a Cuban Medical Team which commenced

the first phase of medical examination.

Subsequent to a series of medical tests, the President was

diagnosed as suffering from Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma and was

placed in the Centro de Investigaciones Medico Quirurgicas

(CIMEQ) on Thursday, November 1, where he underwent a

surgical procedure. On Tuesday, November 6, His Excellency,

the President, was discharged from CIMEQ and returned to

his official accommodation.

The President’s medical personnel has now begun the sec-

ond phase of treatment today, Wednesday, November 14, 2018,

and he is likely to be placed in CIMEQ for a short period of

two to three days.

During this time, President has been working and resting in

accordance with the advice he has been receiving from his doc-

tors. He is in fine form and a good frame of mind. He is ex-

pected to fully recover under the supervision of his doctors.

His Excellency, the President, wishes to express his deep

gratitude to Guyanese in the Homeland and in the Diaspora, to

the various Prime Ministers and Presidents, to the CARICOM

Diplomatic Caucus in Cuba, to his friends and colleagues, and

all those who sent their best wishes for his full and complete

recovery – and his speedy return to Guyana.

Above all, the President would like to publicly thank His

Excellency, the President of the Republic of Cuba, the Govern-

ment of Cuba, and the medical staff of CIMEQ for the special

care and attention, which he has received while in Havana –

and, indeed, for the excellent facilities in which he is being ac-

commodated.

The Embassy of Guyana in Cuba will issue another State-

ment prior to the departure of His Excellency from Cuba.

________________________
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Guyana made headlines 40 years ago
By: Adam Harris

The first time I travelled the length of

the Berbice River from New Amsterdam

to Kwakwani was forty years ago. I was

an Information Officer back then. It was

my responsibility to report on the activi-

ties of every community in all of what is

now Region Six, and parts of Region Ten.

My friend and now senior city councilor,

Oscar Clarke, was the Regional Minis-

ter. With him was sidekick Stanley

Hamilton, who was the Regional Execu-

tive Officer. Theirs was the responsibility

to visit every community to ensure that

money allocated for works was properly

spent.

Along with other regional officials, they

paid regular visits to every corner of the

Region, meeting with people who knew

what their community needed. Of course,

there were things that neither Clarke nor

Hamilton could provide. One such was

the electricity expansion programme, but

they always made a pitch to have elec-

tricity taken to every corner of the Re-

gion.

Health issues predominated in the vari-

ous communities of the Berbice River, so

the government established health centres

and clinics in many communities. So it was

that on November 14, 1978, I boarded a

speedboat at New Amsterdam stelling

where the mosquitoes and sandflies

abounded.

There was no relief until the boat pulled

out. But while I sat in the boat doing my

damnedest to keep the pesky insects

away there were people sitting on the

stelling not in the least bothered by the

mosquitoes and sandflies. This has never

ceased to amaze me.

It was the same when a Land Rover I

happened to be driving one day along the

West Berbice road to the city developed

a puncture. I came out of the vehicle with

lug spanner and jack to effect the change

of wheel. However, the mosquitoes were

too much for me, so every so often I would

abandon the task to seek shelter in the

vehicle.

I had barely removed the lug nuts when

a villager came up and offered to help.

He wasn’t even wearing a shirt. He sent

me in the vehicle and he did the job unin-

terrupted. The mosquitoes didn’t seem to

bother him.

We left the New Amsterdam stelling

to make the first stop at a place called De

Veldt. After the usual round of Govern-

ment business, we continued up river,

stopping at many locations, Calcuni and

Ida Sabina included, eventually reaching

Ebini. Many people mix up this place with

Kimbia.

At the time there was a National Ser-

vice Centre there. It was there that I saw

a large cotton cultivation. I saw milk be-

ing dumped down the drain by the gal-

lons, because Guyana could not ship the

hundreds of gallons per day to a location

where milk could be put to use.

We travelled to Kwakwani, did what

we had to do, and then returned to

Kimbia on the journey back to New

Amsterdam. I remember November 18,

1978 very well. While visiting Tacama, the

radio reported that some people had died

in the North West.

Those days there were no cellular

phones and communication was not as

pervasive as it is today. By radio, the trans-

mission as intermittent as ever, we learnt

that something horrible had happened at

a place called Jonestown.

I remember Oscar Clarke frantically

trying to make communication with

Georgetown, using the military radio that

was at Kimbia. He came to tell us that

fifty-odd people had been found dead.

We started to talk about this horror.

When we reached New Amsterdam and

began to receive copies of the newspa-

pers, we learnt of the world’s largest mur-

der-suicide ever. Jonestown had become

international news. Every reporter from

the various international news media came.

People suddenly began to learn about

Guyana.

I was in London after that event, and

to explain where I came from I would talk

about the land of Clive Lloyd, but it was

when I mentioned Jonestown that people

would gasp and say they know the place.

Guyana had become a country known for

the worst case of murder-suicides.

Today, many of us hardly ever remem-

ber this event; we don’t think about it, but

there are a few of us who remember

Jonestown and the events that followed.

The late Dr. Leslie Mootoo had an

article published in Readers Digest, be-

cause he was the pathologist that exam-

ined the bodies. He was the person who

told the world that the death toll was an

astonishing 918.

Today, I expect to see documentaries

on the Jonestown debacle; people would

talk about what some said was Guyana’s

shame. Forbes Burnham  See page...........12
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PNC has done little to expand its base

The AFC was a force to be reckoned with in 2015. So

much so as its members had high hopes and campaigned ag-

gressively for a change of government in the May 2015 elec-

tions. APNU was not as visible in the campaign and acknowl-

edged this openly.

However, after the change in government, PNC members

emerged. Many previously invisible ones such as Halim Majeed

and Rupert Hopkinson were appointed while others were fa-

cetiously placed on committees and boards to the exclusion of

Now that the PNC has had a chance to declare their re-

sults from their Congress, the confirmed results were astonish-

ing.  Astonishing for the fact that the PNC, although it is in gov-

ernment, has done very little political work to expand its politi-

cal base.  Being in government should have caused an influx of

youths, women and non-traditional supporters into its Central

Executive Committee (CEC) because a governing party is ex-

pected to have more support compared to when it was an op-

position party.  But when one looks at the new members of the

CEC, this is the same old set of senior citizens with a major

invasion of the military kind.  The table below highlights the

changes in the PNC leadership from the 2016 Congress to the

2018 Congress.

The evidence clearly reveals that the PNC, now fronting

itself as APNU, is like a political party on another planet. In this

day and age, when the millennials are the dominant force in all

10 Regions, you would have expected an expansion in the youth-

ful members on the CEC but the reverse happened. 

I personally would like to celebrate the elevation of Volda

Lawrence as the first female Chairman of the PNC, but when

you drill down you find that the devil is in the details and the

details speak to a different reality. In 2016, there were 10 women

and 5 youths in that 20-member leadership body.  Today, both

the women group and youth group lost two places each.

What is even more shocking is that the leadership of the

party seems to be getting older and older as the number of

seniors in the leadership increased from 10 to 12 between 2016

and 2018.  Can you imagine 8% of Guyana is classified as ge-

riatrics but 80% of the PNC leadership are elderly? With no

disrespect to my elders, clearly the mix in the PNC does not

represent Guyana.

Who lost their seats? James Bond who campaigned hard

for Volda Lawrence lost his seat, which translates to the fact

that his support was irrelevant to her victory. Then there is the

political shocker – Basil Williams. He will have to be co-opted,

as the most senior lawyer in the PNC.  Joe Harmon has been

knocking at the door but it is clear that the PNC members do

not trust him.  

These results clearly establish that the members do not think

Basil Williams or Joe Harmon can be the next leader of the

party.  However, if we understand the PNC well, what the mem-

bership wants is not what they will get because the cabal that

controls Congress Place may very well impose a leader on their

members to circumvent the member’s choice – MS Volda

Lawrence.

That said, we all as Guyanese must celebrate the fact that

Ms. Lawrence created history by becoming the first female PNC

Chairman; it is a good thing for Guyana that she won.  Her

victory created a unique challenge for the PPP. My only advice

to Ms. Lawrence, beware of the political charlatans who are

feeding off of your work, they are only there to do two things –

undermine your work and advance their own cause.

Alex Duncan

deserving AFC members.

AFC ministers and senior members thereafter concentrated

in feathering their nests, increasing their salaries and benefits

and ignored the pleas of the rank and file members, many of

whom could not find a job while PNC members dominated in

all departments.

AFC leaders were unconcerned for three years and sud-

denly appeared asking for AFC members to offer themselves

as candidates for the November LGE. At this belated time, when

all can see the domination of the PNC, it was too late.

All along, the prediction was that the PNC would dump the

AFC and govern alone. This started over two years and has

incrementally continued. The AFC boat cannot at this time climb

up back the falls…it is doomed.

Disgruntled AFC Member and Regional Councillor

The Private Sector Commission is deeply saddened by

the news that His Excellency President David Granger has been

diagnosed with Non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. We are, however,

confident that given his fighting spirit, and the infinite care of his

doctors, he will recover fully.

President Granger is not just the leader of Guyana, he is

also as human as any of us. We pray for our President to get

better and for the affairs of the State to return to normal.

The Executive and Membership of the Private Sector Com-

mission express the hope that President Granger will be speed-

ily restored to good health, and that God will bring him back to

us safe and sound so that he will be strong enough to continue

the leadership of our country.

We also extend our good wishes to the First Lady and the

rest of his family and pray for fortitude and strength for them.

We are hoping that he will be back with us in time to share in the

festivities of the Christmas season.

The low turnout at the recent Local Government Elections

has brought to the fore the issue of voter apathy, which is not

unique to Guyana. Except for the 1994 Local Government Elec-

tions when over 60% of voters cast their ballots, voter turnout

did not exceed 50% in the two subsequent local government

elections, which took place in 2016 and 2018 respectively.

I believe the relatively high voter turnout in 1994 was due

to a pervasive sense of a new democratic wind, which swept

across the nation following the return to free and fair elections

on October 1992, after an absence of nearly three decades.

Be that as it may, there is nothing fundamentally wrong with a

voter who chose to stay away from the polls rather than run the

risk of making a wrong choice. This is referred in the literature

as “functional apathy”.

I have a feeling that many voters, especially in Georgetown,

where voter turnout was lower than the national average, opted

to stay away from the polls rather than making a wrong choice

of voting for candidates who they may not be familiar with or

whose past performances were not as impressive.

I take this opportunity to congratulate all those who won their

respective constituencies in the city and elsewhere, the low turn-

out notwithstanding.

Hydar Ally

Voter apathy was prevalent at the LGE

________________________

We pray for our President
to get better

________________________
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The politics of justifying wrongs pose threats to
society and citizens’ well-being

The coming OECD blacklist

Reports are wrong in stating that eight Caribbean Com-

munity (CARICOM) countries are on a ‘blacklist’ recently re-

leased by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and De-

velopment (OECD) over Citizenship by Investment (CBI) and

Resident by Investment (RBI) schemes that they operate.

The OECD has not ‘blacklisted’ these countries (not yet).

But the stage has been set for punitive action, unless there

is a proactive and unified response by all these countries.

Essentially what the OECD said in its latest resistance to any

form of tax competition is: CBI/RBI schemes can be misused

to evade tax legitimately, due to their countries of tax residence

by the beneficiaries of these schemes.

In the statement, issued on 17 October, the OECD makes

no distinction between CBI and RBI schemes, contrary to an-

nouncements from one Caribbean minister that suggest a differ-

entiation. In other words, the eight CARICOM countries are

all in this together, along with twelve other jurisdictions that have

been named specifically.

The eight CARICOM countries (in alphabetical order) are:

Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas, Barbados, Dominica, Grenada,

Montserrat, St Kitts-Nevis, and St Lucia. They join only two

member-states of the European Union (EU) – Malta and Cyprus

– even though at least nine other EU countries operate a form

of CBI/RBI schemes. Among the nine EU countries are Britain,

Ireland, Italy and Portugal.

No explanation is given for the omission of these 9 EU

states from the concerns over CBI/RBI programmes, and none

is given for not including the EB-5 programme of the United

States or the Quebec Immigrant Investor Programme in Canada.

These omissions apart, at least the EU admits that all of its mem-

ber-states “have various incentives in place to attract foreign

investment from non-EU nationals” and that “most of them have

CBI or RBI schemes (so-called ‘golden passports’ and ‘golden

visas’), characterised by the provision of access to residency in

exchange for specified investments”.

All of that seemed to be well and good, until two of the

smallest jurisdictions in the EU (Cyprus and Malta) and other

small nations, such as the eight CARICOM states, joined in the

schemes because of economic necessity.

Now, the EU and the OECD (in which the EU plays an

influential role) have decided that CBI/RBI programmes pose

risks for “corruption, money laundering and tax evasion”.

This bold claim is made even though the countries identi-

fied in the OECD October 17 statement have in place strong

anti-money laundering regimes, Tax Information Exchange

Agreements and Mutual Legal Assistance Treaties, and are

implementing both the US Foreign Account Tax Compliance

Act (FATCA) and the OECD’s Common Reporting Standards

(CRS). FACTA and the CRS require jurisdictions to exchange,

automatically, financial information of foreign persons and com-

panies to other countries in which they are liable for tax.

The new OECD claim is that “identity cards and other

documentation obtained through CBI/RBI schemes can poten-

tially be misused abuse (sic) to misrepresent an individual’s

jurisdiction(s) of tax residence and to endanger the proper op-

eration of the CRS due diligence procedures”.

Of course, this claim can be settled easily by a requirement

for all jurisdictions, everywhere in the world, to necessitate that

account holders or controlling persons declare any residence

rights they have in each jurisdiction in which they have it. In this

way, submissions would be made to all the jurisdictions of resi-

dence of account holders and controlling persons, thus stop-

ping any misrepresentation.

But, that is not the only new claim now being made by the

OECD.

The Organisation also asserts that “high-risk” CBI/RBI

programmes are those which “give a tax payer access to a low

personal income tax rate of less than 10% on offshore financial

assets and do not require significant physical presence of at

least 90 days in the jurisdiction offering the CBI/RBI scheme”.

This latter situation, which the OECD clearly wants termi-

nated, would materially affect CBI/RBI programmes in

CARICOM jurisdictions. It effectively dictates what tax rates

should be and the conditions, which in their sovereign right, the

CBI/RBI jurisdictions have set.

Given all this, if the CARICOM jurisdictions are to save

their CBI/RBI programmes from decimation, they should form

an alliance with the other 12 named jurisdictions to fashion a

joint response before the OECD moves to its next step which,

undoubtedly, will be a blacklist that calls for sanctions against

them.

None of their interests will be served by any jurisdiction

that chooses to enter an individual agreement with the OECD,

setting a precedent which all the others will be obliged to fol-

low.

Once any jurisdiction readily accepts the OECD dictates,

unified action is disrupted, and all jurisdictions will be forced to

acquiesce. This disruption of unified action has been the pattern

of past responses to the OECD’s so-called ‘rules’. The conse-

quence has been the steady destruction of the financial services

sector and an attendant loss of revenues and jobs to the coun-

tries.

The affected jurisdictions should take the OECD at its word

that its concern is the misuse of CBI/RBI programmes by ben-

eficiaries to hide their assets and escape reporting under the

Common Reporting Standard. As explained earlier in this com-

mentary, that issue could be easily satisfied, and CARICOM

countries could collectively offer to do so.

What is more problematic, because it invades the sover-

eign rights of states, is the branding of CBI/RBI jurisdictions as

“high risk” because they might have a low tax rate and no re-

quirement for physical presence. Indeed, it is eminently argu-

able that these two claims do not obviate the obligations of the

CRS and FACTA to report on the financial assets of account

holders or controlling persons.

However, if these are conditions that the OECD imple-

ments, the CBI/RBI programmes in all but powerful countries

will be decimated, with disastrous effects on their economies.

That is why common cause to confer urgently with the OECD

should be a priority of CARICOM countries. The decline of

the economies of eight of them will impact the neighbourhood in

which the other seven exist. All are involved, and all can be

consumed.

By: Sir Ronald Sanders

Pres. Granger returned to Guyana from
the Republic of Cuba after

undergoing a series of medical tests.
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    FACING THE FACTS     carlyle
 harry

CSJAD fundraising campaign fiscal year 2018: Target US$5,000- Please give generously

DEMS’ post mid-term
challenges

CSJAD Membership  is open to
Guyanese and their offspring.

129-05 Liberty Ave Richmond Hill NY

Phone: 718-641-2253

Tuesday- Sunday

7AM - 9PM

Resturant - Catering - Roti Shop

Shivram         BakeryShivram         BakeryShivram         BakeryShivram         BakeryShivram         Bakery

Guyanese see management of the
country’s resources through

different lens than most
of our Political Leaders

READERS- As the saying goes “we have to be thankful

for small mercies”, ....Hence in spite of (perhaps) significant

disappointments in other electoral areas, the Democratic Party

has to be contented and satisfied that it has come away from

the mid-term elections with control of the HOUSE.

That control returns the United States of America to split

or shared Governance.

One of the wishes of voters prior to the November sixth

elections, and during expressions from exit-polls were for the

Democrats to at least win the House, so that they could place

checks, exercise oversight on the President and the White

House, and to put the country back on the right track...That has

happened.

The Democratic Party will now chair all of the House’s

Committees, when they take Office in January, 2019....The

Democrats will however have a narrow margin within which to

maneuver, because they only have a near two-year term to work

with; and it is being projected that the primary-season (which

could pose major distractions to the Congressional calendar)

for the 2020 Presidential elections is going to commence soon.

With regards to oversight, the projected Head of the

House’s Ways and Means Committee has already indicated

that he is going to subpoena recent tax-returns of the Presi-

dent—of course, it is expected that the acquisition of those tax-

returns are going to prompt additional and deeper interroga-

tions and inquiries.

In addition, the projected chair-person of the House’s in-

telligence Committee, has pledged to re-open inquiries into al-

legations that Russian operatives interfered with the conduct of

this country’s 2016 General Elections...He has undertaken to

work in close collaboration(where possible) with the Mueller

Commission.

THE AGENDA

With the rallies; the inter-party/inter-candidate allegations

and accusations over, as well as the media-blasts, commercials

and advertisements now finished, the Democratic-Party’s team

now has to strive to fulfill the    promises that its Candidates had

made along campaign trails.

Post-mortem(s), hind-sight

mechanisms, and diagnoses/ prognoses aside, when this

new team of Democratic-Party Legislators arrive in Washing-

ton, next year January 2019, they ought to be prepared to do

battle for real change;—and the support-workers and activists

who helped to get them elected, need to remain vigilant and

vocal, in order to ensure that the elected-officials honor the prom-

ises that they offered to voters when they were courting them.

Allow me to remind about some of the topics that need to

be pursued by the new team of Democratic-Party Representa-

tives;—maintaining oversight over the actions of the White-

House; stronger voter-protection Laws; the Dream Act; Crimi-

nal Justice Reforms; the legalization of marijuana; Medicaid and

Medicare expansion-especially to avoid closures of rural hos-

pitals; cheaper prescription drugs; finding solvents for the opioid

crises; preservation of entitlements for the poor and middle-

class; living wages for poor and middle-class workers; equal

pay for women; better performing schools; more affordable

education and housing; stiffer rent-controls; strengthening the

components of OBAMACARE; monitoring the growth of the

National Debt;

Preventing impulsive amendments to the Constitution; sen-

sible and pragmatic gun-control laws; climate-change; honor-

ing American involvement in Global treaties and agreements;

healing and stitching a (politically) polarized and (racially) di-

vided society;

Though my list of Legislative priorities are lengthy(but not

exhaustive),  I am advocating that two Aisles put into practice

their pledges to work together in bi-partisan ways so as to pass

Legislation(s) that will benefit inhabitants.

As Columnist—Errol Louis puts it “campaign-promises like

the seeds of farmers’ crops, are easily planted, but they do re-

quire patient attention, along with a lot of sunlight, and some-

body to pull out the weeds before the weeds choke off the

harvests...The new Legislative-Team cannot allow Washington’s

partisan politics, lobbyists, or special-interest groups to kill off

their good thoughts and ideas.”

In summary, elections are about the future; Democracy only

works, when we work to make it work; the New Democratic-

House has to make the wave (noun), wave (verb).

Finally, the Legislative challenges would entail that the new

Democratic Legislators will have to work with the data that

they already possess, while continuing to gather evidence on

the on-going work that has to be done.

     

Thanks to the Voters

who pulled the levers

in early November

to change Congress’ Chamber.

We thank the souls

who got to the Polls

-both males and females

who heeded the electoral sales.

We say thanks to Oprah

and President Obama

for prompting minorities

to help with the DEMS’ victories.

January

thru

December

   ************ 
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By: David Hinds

The APNU + AFC Coalition has collapsed, it has become a PNC government

CSJAD condemns Violent Attacks against innocent civilians

Guyana is governed by a coalition of

six parties—five of them under the um-

brella of APNU. Three of the parties have

little or no name recognition. While the

other three are known nationally, only one

of them, the PNC, has the capacity to

consistently mobilize large numbers of

people for electoral purposes.

The PNC has always been a formi-

dable electoral machine with ethnic ap-

peal to African Guyanese who have gen-

erally believed that, in our ethnically di-

vided society that is the only party with

the capacity to electorally challenge the

Indian Guyanese-grounded PPP.

Consequently, PNC leaders, the PPP

leadership and many political commenta-

tors and scholars have taken it for granted

that the PNC has total political control

over the African Guyanese community.

That analysis and the conclusions that are

derived from it are at best simplistic.

While at a general level, they explain the

ethno-political divide in Guyana, they tend

to mask the underlying complexities of the

African Guyanese community and the

larger Guyanese society. In any case, that

simplistic analysis is not borne out by his-

tory.

Last week, I made the argument that

the PNC is in a coalition with other par-

ties precisely because it has not been able

to win a free and fair election on its own.

I also implied that the governmental lead-

ership of the PNC is endangering the lon-

gevity and legitimacy of the coalition by

governing as a PNC government rather

than as a coalition.

Given the tremendous advantage of the

PNC over its coalition partners in terms

of electoral capacity, the challenge for the

PNC’s leadership was always going to be

how to balance the party’s “bigness” with

the recognition that that “bigness” by it-

self cannot guarantee the party electoral

victory. In other words, how to ensure that

the PNC acts like a big brother without

substituting itself for the family.

This challenge presented itself during

the negotiations to form both APNU and

the APNU+AFC partnerships. I believe

the PNC leadership managed to restrain

itself during those negotiations, which in

turn led to the desirable outcomes for all.

The APNU or PNC-WPA partnership

was critical in remobilizing the African

Guyanese community in 2011. That com-

munity, demoralized by the extreme eth-

nic hammering by the PPP, had disinte-

grated politically. Some sections flirted

with the PPP, some supported insurgency

politics, and many were demobilized, while

others migrated to the newly-formed

AFC.

This could be seen in the dismal elec-

toral performance of the PNC at the 2006

elections, when

the party managed

just 34% of the

popular vote. That

meant that almost

a quarter of the

customary PNC

votes went some-

          where else. Hoyte

saw this coming when, shortly before he

died in 2002, he reluctantly endorsed

power-sharing as the PNC’s route back

to power. Corbin accepted that logic and

pursued alliance politics, first with the PPP

and later with the WPA.

While the WPA was never electorally

attractive, its politics over the years ap-

pealed to four small but important con-

stituencies that make up the independent

section of the Guyanese society.

First, it attracted that segment of the

population that saw multiracial politics as

the way forward for Guyana. Second, it

appealed to the “educated” segment of

the society, particularly the African

Guyanese segment. Third, it was attrac-

tive to that segment of the society that saw

radical-revolutionary politics as the an-

swer to the country’s problems. Finally, it

appealed to that segment of African

Guyanese which was wedded to a Black

cultural-nationalism that went beyond

Black governmental power.

While those appeals did not translate

into votes for the party, they entrenched it

in the political consciousness of the coun-

try, mainly as a source of political inde-

pendence. This was what the WPA

brought to the APNU equation. There

were Black Cultural Nationalists, Black

radical youth, Black multi-racialists and

Black academics and professionals, some

of whom went with Raphael Trotman to

the AFC in 2006, who have never be-

come organically attached to the PNC.

It was this independent African

Guyanese constituency that formed the

ASCRIA base that made Kwayana and

ASCRIA competitors to the PNC in the

decade 1964-74 and, along with indepen-

dent Indian Guyanese, made the WPA an

alternative political force during the 1974-

92. The Burnham-Kwayana split in 1971

was essentially a split between the highly

partisan and the independent sections of

the African Guyanese community.

Kwayana had brought the indepen-

dent section into the PNC when he joined

the party in 1958.

The PNC-WPA (APNU), therefore,

consolidated the African Guyanese po-

litical constituency which was fractured

by the Kwayana-Burnham split in 1971.

The PNC top leadership led by Robert

Corbin, which presided over the forma-

tion of APNU, was apparently conscious

of this historical development and, thus,

resisted the temptation to overly over-

reach during the negotiations with the

WPA. It should be noted that the forma-

tion of APNU was derailed in 2006 by

WPA members and non-members who

warned the WPA not to join the PNC for

nothing. But that changed somewhat af-

ter the 2006 election in the face of the

PPP’s barrage.

The APNU 2011 campaign energized

the African Guyanese community. Every-

where the partnership went the energy

could be felt. It was no accident that

Rupert Roopnarine was the most electri-

fying platform speaker—the sight of an

Indian Guyanese activist rallying and em-

powering African Guyanese was pivotal

to translating message into votes. The

PNC’s “bigness” gained credibility within

the WPA’s radicalism and independence,

while the WPA’s radicalism and indepen-

dence gained wider legitimacy within the

PNC’s bigness.

But APNU by

itself, for ethnic

reasons, could

not win govern-

ment. On the

other side of the

ethnic divide,

some rebellious

Indian Guyanese

bolted from the PPP and rallied to the

AFC. The ultimate catalyst was Moses

Nagamootoo. Unlike Ralph Ramkarran,

he decided to join the AFC and put him-

self up as an electoral challenger. Paul

Tennasee and Ravi Dev had proved that

like African Guyanese, Indian Guyanese

could be lured from the PPP. Like the

WPA, they could not translate their ap-

peal into votes. But, in a sense they pre-

pared the way for Nagamootoo who,

coming from the belly of the PPP, was

more palatable to the rebels.

In 2011, Nagamootoo’s AFC did to

the PPP what Trotman’s AFC did to the

PNC in 2006. But the AFC’s base was

not ready for an alliance with the PNC.

Just as the WPA had a   See page..............9

PM Moses Nagamootoo

Desmond Hoyte
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Mid-Term Report Needed
The Granger-led coalition government has been in office

for more than 1200 days which means that it is in the second

half of its five-year mandate, but the President has not given a

progress report, or the lack thereof, on the current state of af-

fairs of the nation. There has been no report on attempts to

stimulate the economy, reduce crime and corruption or how to

improve the education and  health  care systems or on produc-

tion and housing. The government has not fulfilled its promise to

be transparent and accountable to the people.

The people depend on the government for information

about the future direction of the country – on what is going well

and what is not. But they do not have a clue. The people have

been bombarded with daily news reports about the exploration

of oil and the indiscretions by ExxonMobil in many other coun-

tries. It is important for the government to apprise the nation of

its strategies/plans.

At independence, Guyana was considered the bread bas-

ket of the Caribbean and the most likely country to develop

ahead of other CARICOM states. We slept with our doors

unlocked; crime, violence and corruption were not as rampant

during that period as they are today. History has shown that

they became widespread during the constructional framework

of nation building in the early 1970s. They were injected into

the nation by the rapid increase in political tribalism, racial poli-

tics and injustice. What is even worse, crime has stalked the

land and has forced us to live behind barred doors and win-

dows in order to protect ourselves. Wearing expensive jewellery,

especially gold, in public, has become very dangerous today.

These issues have severely altered the social landscape of

the country and have multiplied the social problems.

Also at independence, the rice, sugar and bauxite industries were

booming, production was at its highest level and the people

were optimistic about the future. Today, production has dropped,

the economy is ailing, the sugar industry has collapsed, bauxite

production is low and the rice industry is not as it once was.

There are other perceived problems in society such as

inadequate  public health care and a poor education system. The

latter is evident in the public schools located in the poor areas

of the country, many of which lack resources and are

underperforming and failing our children. These may be foun-

dation issues, but they are created by our actions or inactions.

The President ought to know that information is knowl-

edge and that the country will not develop if the people are not

informed of the government plans to develop it. In his three

press conferences since assuming office, he highlighted two or

three objectives that his government is determined to achieve

within its current five-year term – namely, to eliminate extreme

poverty and reduce inequality.

With less than two years of his term remaining, the presi-

dent touted his programme that provided transportation to help

children to get to school as being at the core of his vision of

ending poverty. While his efforts are worthy of praise, they are

not enough to eliminate poverty in the country.

After three years in office, his government has not estab-

lished or communicated to the nation a comprehensive strategy

to end poverty in the country. The government may have plans

to reduce poverty and develop the country, but it has not sub-

mitted a comprehensive mid-term report to the people. One is

definitely needed.

The Local Government Elections (LGE) are less than a

month away, but it is utterly confusing to many why the Alliance

For Change (AFC) leadership as a group and as

individuals  continue to make statements that make them look

silly in the eyes of the electorate who they are wooing to vote

for them. They have persistently stated that leaving the Coali-

tion and going into the LGE as an independent party is neces-

sary to prove to their opponents and the country in general that

the AFC is a strong party with a solid base of supporters. But

the truth is the AFC was forced to go it alone because its nego-

tiations with APNU to contest the elections as a Coalition had

broken down. In others words, the AFC is responsible for the

present situation it found itself in.

The attempts by the AFC to assert some kind of relevance

in the LGE has become an abysmal failure that has even baffled

its small group of supporters. As reported in this and other news-

papers, the recent launching of its LGE campaign in New

Amsterdam attracted only 30 people, which suggests the people,

including its small coterie of supporters have bought into the

narrative, which says that the AFC leadership is weak and in-

decisive. Many AFC members have abandoned the party be-

cause they seem to believe that it is no longer viable as a third

force. They came to this conclusion because of their leaders’

lackluster performance in the Coalition government.

Many believe that the AFC is attempting to recreate its image

that it had twelve years ago when it was founded.

The perception of the AFC ministers in the Coalition gov-

ernment is that they have become a rubber stamp for APNU’s

policies, whether good or bad. Yet, they are attempting to per-

petuate the view that somehow the AFC has an independent

voice in the government.

The AFC is struggling to maintain its identity as a junior

partner in the government. It has taken only 30 months for the

AFC to be in the worst crisis of its 12-year history with deep

divisions within the government. Not only did the AFC fail to

put in place a mechanism to keep its larger partner in the coali-

tion in line, address the insecurities of all the country’s people

and ensure fairness in hiring and assigning of senior positions,

but its top leaders have patently become enraptured by the trap-

pings of power and have neglected their responsibilities to their

constituency. This is why in the last three years since the

Cummings-burg Accord was signed, there has been no real at-

tempt by its leaders to ensure that what was agreed in the Ac-

cord was followed to the letter.

The inability of the AFC to successfully push for constitu-

tional reform, which it campaigned on and to act in the interest

of its members and supporters by promoting the policies and

fundamental principles, which its [AFC party] leaders

have  gloriously  expounded in their Action Plan and through-

out the 2011 and 2015 campaigns have seriously ruptured its

credibility.

The AFC could be gutted in the LGE, which makes it likely

that it could suffer the same fate as the United Force, which

joined the PNC in a coalition government in 1964 only to be

tactfully dumped in 1967 by the PNC. It could vanish from the

political landscape.

“Everyone has the right to a standard

of living- adequate for the health of

himself and of his family.....”

The Diminishing AFC

We stand with GT Govt. to bringWe stand with GT Govt. to bringWe stand with GT Govt. to bringWe stand with GT Govt. to bringWe stand with GT Govt. to bring

errant public officials to justiceerrant public officials to justiceerrant public officials to justiceerrant public officials to justiceerrant public officials to justice

“Those who don ’“Those who don ’“Those who don ’“Those who don ’“Those who don ’t kn ow histort kn ow histort kn ow histort kn ow histort kn ow historyyyyy
         are doomed to repeat it.”         are doomed to repeat it.”         are doomed to repeat it.”         are doomed to repeat it.”         are doomed to repeat it.”

   Edmund Burke
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(Continued from page...7) lot of explaining to do for its decision in

relation to APNU with the PNC, the AFC had to convince its

supporters. Again, my sense is that the PNC leadership, con-

scious that it could not do it on its own, constrained itself during

the negotiations. The AFC could convince Indian Guyanese

supporters that with the Prime Ministership and a big chunk of

the cabinet and the parliamentarians, they could not be over-

run by the PNC. The rest is history.

It is my view that the restraint showed by the PNC leader-

ship during the 2011 and 2015 negotiations has not been emu-

lated while in government. The PNC’s has engineered a coup

within the coalition. The PNC-WPA alliance has deteriorated

since 2015, with the PNC governmental leadership’s stubborn

refusal to treat the WPA as an actual partner. This, despite the

WPA’s loyalty to the coalition. From all indications, APNU has

been deactivated, thus denying the WPA a forum outside of

cabinet, where it has one representative, for contributing to

Coalition decision-making.

Without the opportunity to meaningfully contribute to poli-

cies and political strategy and tactics, the WPA is a non-player.

The PNC’s leadership relates to some WPA members in their

individual capacities, but shuns the party’s collective. Some WPA

members have publicly questioned the party’s continued involve-

ment in the government in such circumstances.

Thanks to the Cummingsburg Accord, the ease with which

the WPA has been cast aside cannot be used on the AFC. But

in the end, the AFC has to feel the same collective sense of

alienation. The party has a lot of ministers, but it has little power.

The PNC has used its numerical majority in Cabinet and the

powerful presidency to monopolize decision-making on deci-

sive matters. The AFC’s loyalty to the coalition has cost it the

Indian Guyanese base that was the basis for its value to the

coalition.

The PNC leadership has mistakenly decided to push the

AFC to contest the local government elections on its own. The

outcome may well expose the AFC’s vastly reduced electoral

support, which would then weaken its leverage within the coa-

lition for the 2020 general election. But it’s a case of the PNC

being “penny wise and pound foolish.” A weakened AFC will

lead to a weakened Coalition. A disillusioned WPA would lead

to a weakened APNU and a weakened coalition.

The PNC would do well at the LGE; it will prove its elec-

toral strength, but it would lose the elections to the PPP. It is a

mistake not to contest as a coalition. The LGE was an opportu-

nity for the Coalition to demonstrate that the coalition spirit was

still alive. In the end, the strength of the Coalition is in its ability

to convince independent voters that the collective is qualita-

tively better than the big brother that they are alienated from.

They did that in 2011 and 2015 because of the WPA and the

AFC. I repeat, PNC’s bigness is important, but by itself it is

just a big opposition party.

With the coup by PNC’s governmental leadership (I delib-

erately make a distinction between the governmental and non-

governmental leadership) and the inability of the AFC and WPA

to adequately push back, the coalition has in effect collapsed.

The independent vote could be lost in 2020. Those voters may

punish the coalition not just for the PNC’s betrayal, but for the

AFC and WPA’s inability to take independent stances since

2015.

I end with a challenge to the governmental leadership of the

PNC: why don’t we- PNC, AFC, WPA- separately test our

strengths at the 2020 general election?

 "Emancipate yourself from mental
slavery,"because"None but ourselves

can free our minds"

Mahdia in Region Eight was yesterday officially declared

the tenth town in Guyana by President David Granger, the De-

partment of Public Information (DPI) reported.

The declaration ceremony was held in the presence of sev-

eral Ministers, Regional representatives and Mayors.

Mahdia will serve as the capital town of the Potaro-Siparuni

Region.

DPI said that Granger described the event as one of the

most powerful economic reformers in the history of Mahdia.

“These capital towns will become hubs for development.

What you’ll see from now on is the development of the admin-

istrative regions. I have seen men and women who are commit-

ted to making something from their capital town so we’re mov-

ing forward with the creation of these townships,” President

Granger stated.

He called for

collaboration.

“You have to

work with the gov-

ernment, region

and upcoming mu-

nicipality for im-

proved services.

The whole idea of regionalisation is not a pipe dream but a way

to develop Guyana from the grassroots,” the President said.

Minister of Communities, Ronald Bulkan said that though

Mahdia’s township status arrived after Mabaruma, Bartica and

Lethem, the government’s greatest investment was made here

with the nearly $1 Billion spent in upgrades of the internal road

network.

Bulkan added that much more is in store for the new town

with the rebuilding of the Tumatumari hydro-electric plant which

will provide reliable, continuous and affordable electricity to this

part of the region.

The Communities Minister said that the government is com-

mitted to working with the Toshaos of the Sub-regions

Pakaraima, Campbelltown, Micobie; the Senior Councillor of

Princeville; Regional Democratic Council members and all the

residents of the region.

According to DPI, Minister of Public Infrastructure, David

Patterson said that his Ministry was challenged to ensure that its

projects reflected aspects of both the green state agenda and

the requirements of a modern new town.

According to Patterson, several bridges have been reha-

bilitated, a reinforced concrete rigid pavement with curbs, a

network of reinforced concrete drains and culverts, comple-

mented by road safety elements inclusive of road markings and

signage have been installed.

“The establishment of this township is important to Region

Eight as it will become its main commercial hub, with links to

the Kaieteur Falls and access to the wealthy gold and diamond

mining lands and links the adjacent Indigenous communities,”

Patterson stated.

The Regional

Chairman, Cde.

B o n a v e n t u r e

Fredericks wel-

comed the township

status and noted that

    for the first time, all

residents will exercise their constitutional rights by participating

in the Local Government elections scheduled to take place on

Monday, November 12, 2018.

By: Staff Writer

Mahdia declared Guyana’s 10th town

The Mahdia Monument unveiled

A street in the newly commissioned town
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How much things have changed in three and a half years!

It seems as if it were just yesterday that the coalition was cata-

pulted into power by a slight victory over the seemingly invin-

cible PPP. It was a slight victory of less than five thousand votes,

but its historical significance made it seem like a landslide.

Finally, the PPP had been fairly beaten at an election. They

had already lost the majority four years before, but now the all-

powerful presidency was wrested from them by a coalition of

parties at the top and an ethnic rainbow coalition at the bottom.

It was a sweet victory, especially for those in the society who

dreamed of a Guyana in which one-party paramountcy was not

the rule and in which multi-ethnicity trumps ethnic domination.

For many of us, then, the coming to power of APNU+AFC

was more than electoralism, more than the naked assumption

of power—it was a triumph of the best of our instincts over the

worst in us. I can still remember the emotions in the faces of the

coalition supporters as they took to the open space to proclaim

their overcoming. I knew then what “August Morning” of 1838

looked like.

The previous PNC government had so compromised our

independence promise that even their own supporters did not

grieve when they were booted out in 1992. But in a cruel turn

of history, the succeeding PPP regime replaced PNC’s

authoritarianism with a morbid and rabid ethno-political domi-

nation that still makes the blood run cold, to paraphrase Brother

Bob Marley in his immortal “Slave Driver.”

But in a matter of months it was becoming clear that the

beneficiaries of this heroic act on the part of the masses were

bent on squandering the collective overcoming. It was becom-

ing clear that the exercise of power mattered more than the

management of the collective political gains. It was becoming

clear that the people’s interests and emotions and expectations

were peripheral to government action. It was becoming clear

that the convergence of party paramountcy and personal power

had returned to the halls of government.

Soon, electoral promises were evaporating as the mani-

festo was ignored. The partnership–the backbone of the coali-

tion– was put to sleep like an errant child. The senior partner

returned to its former self, less crudely, but crude nevertheless.

One junior partner, drunken by the unexpected power,

turned its back on its supporters and turned a blind eye to its

own victimhood. A less junior partner, in the name of “not rock-

ing the boat,” chose silence over principle and by the time it

was ready to speak, it was muzzled by the logic of its initial

silence.

Invariably, the actions followed. Government was rich

enough to pay the big ones big salary increases but too poor to

pay God’s children a living wage. Vendors were “pushed out in

the rain,” to quote calypsonian Chalkdust. Columnists were ex-

pelled for speaking truth to power. Teachers were roughed up

and forced to surrender.

The PPP’s transgressions were forgotten. Campaigning for

party posts was preferred to campaigning for constitutional re-

form. Black People were put down on their sacred day. Sugar

workers’ humanity mattered little in the push to right size. Intra-

coalition consultation was banished. And the only game in town

was the Cabinet “with no drawers” to quote from calypsonian

Trinidad Rio.

Someone somewhere came up with the bright idea that the

best way to strengthen the coalition was to let the partners fight

one another at the Local Government Elections. And so, “on

your mark, get set, go,” and off they went. The PNC comman-

Black People Rebuked PNC and Indians Dissed AFC

deered the APNU brand and pressed forward. The AFC asked

to be part of the team and when that was rejected, it said it was

glad to go solo. The WPA, as is its norm, chose silence.

Meanwhile, the PPP planned and plotted and waited. Say

what they like about Jagan’s children, but they are superior tac-

ticians to their adversaries. They found enough Black candi-

dates to window-dress in Black communities, as they mobi-

lized their hardcore supporters. They framed the LGE as a mini-

general election and got their competitors to fall in line.

Jagdeo can’t run as president again, but he runs the PPP

with “attitude.” They watch GECOM with an eagle eye and

placed it on the front burner of the news cycle. They baited the

PNC to be PNC and not Coalition, even as they targeted the

AFC in the Indian Guyanese communities.

And it revealed itself on election day. The turnout was pre-

dictably low—it’s a LGE. But the PPP was able to get more of

its people to the polls, while the Coalition supporters refused to

turn out. And that is what accounted for the PPP’s better per-

formance. If you get more of your people to show up, you end

up winning more at-large seats. That’s how the PPP could lose

in Buxton, but win Foulis-Buxton, or it could pick up additional

seats in Georgetown.

The message is simple. African Guyanese rebuked the PNC

by staying home. You govern for all of Guyana, but your policy

choices and your political moves must not punish your support-

ers. Yet that is what the PNC-led coalition did these past three

and a half years. They harassed Black people. They ignored

Black people. They talked down to Black People. They took

Black People for granted. It’s a case whereby they “eyes pass”

Black People, and on Monday those people got a chance to

tell them so to their face.

And Indian Guyanese “dissed” the AFC. That party can

talk about 10.8% for all it wants, but the real story is its devas-

tation by Indian Guyanese, whose vote got it into government.

The Indian Guyanese leadership of the AFC abandoned their

supporters the day they became ministers. And on Monday they

paid the price while the PPP reaped the rewards.

So pumped up is the PPP, that it dares to file a vote of no

confidence in the government. As the young people would say.

“Wow, the table turn now.” No doubt, sensing that it got them

in a corner, the PPP now moves to turn the screw.

You know the Coalition is in trouble when it takes David

Hinds’ advice. As readers know, I have been relentless in ad-

vocating that governance must not be confined to Cabinet; that

the parties of the coalition must meet outside of cabinet to chart

the political and policy direction.

Well the PNC and AFC met after the defeat and the filing

of the PPP’s no-confidence motion—three and a half years late.

But let’s hope it’s not too late. And it was good to see the”

prodigal son,” Carl Greenidge was part of the PNC delega-

tion—three and a half years late. But let’s hope his presence is

for real.

I take no joy in writing this column, but the truth must be

told. Some of us saw this coming and sought to warn the lead-

ers both publicly and privately, but they acted “like stick bruck

a dey hase.” The bottom line is this—the government under-

stands power, but lacks political understanding. Power without

intelligent politics leads to Monday’s outcome. And now they

must wonder if one of their MP’s will be tempted by the PPP’s

millions and jump ship. How things have changed in three and a

half years!

By: Dr. David Hinds
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By achieving emancipation the battle has

just begun for the descendants of

Africans to join forces and pool our

resources to pursue independent courses.

There have long been rumours of certain persons, includ-

ing military personnel, becoming vastly rich by virtue of things

which they removed from Jonestown, including off the cadav-

ers. But there has never been any evidence to support these

rumours.

The PNC, weeks after the Jonestown Holocaust, sought

to blame the United States, alleging an international conspiracy

to ensure the failure of the agricultural commune. But tapes found

at the site, and which are in possession of the United States

government, revealed that government officials benefitted from

Jonestown, including through sexual favours. The transcripts of

these tapes have been declassified and now form part of the

public record.

The Congressional Inquiry into Jonestown received testi-

mony of allegations of sexual favours being provided by one

female member to a senior, overseas-based Guyanese diplo-

mat. The female reportedly taped the sexual liaisons with the

official and passed these on to Jones, who it is said, turned it

over to government officials.

The Report of the Congressional Inquiry found evidence

of a strong working relationship between the People’s Temple

and some officials of the Government of Guyana. The com-

mune was granted special privileges which allowed it to import

large sums of money and guns.

The government of Guyana did not launch any inquiry into

the holocaust. In fact, the Congressional Inquiry was promised

cooperation but received very little, leaving it to conclude that

much more could have been understood about Jonestown had

the congressional inquiry team been able to interview govern-

ment officials.

The ‘Jonestown tapes’ are damning on officials of the PNC

government. They reveal the extent of patronage and favours

which were enjoyed by high-level government officials.

In the end, the Jonestown Holocaust would cost Ptolemy Reid

his job. Despite Reid being the loyal deputy of Forbes Burnham

for years, Burnham was forced to let him go because of what

the Congressional Report found about Reid’s dealings with the

commune.

There are still many unanswered questions, including what

happened to the money which the People’s Temple Commune

had in the Guyana National Cooperative Bank. There are still

questions also about who got rich off of Jonestown and what

happened to the gold, diamonds, guns and foreign currency

which Jones was believed to have had stashed at the com-

mune.

The Guyana Holocaust

The ‘No Confidence’ Motion filed against the APNU/AFC

Coalition Government is timely and opportune since corrup-

tion, mismanagement and squandering of public funds are at its

zenith. The entire economy is in a downward spiral, crimes are

on the increase, jailbreaks have now become the norm and the

entire social fabric is disintegrating.

It must be noted that unlike this motion brought by the

Leader of the Opposition, Jagdeo, the ‘no confidence’ motion

brought against the Ramotar Administration in August 2014, was

contrived solely to wrest power by deliberately creating the ‘rea-

sons’. That motion presented by Moses Nagamootoo read, ‘BE

IT RESOLVED: That this National Assembly has no confidence

in the Government’.

The ‘no-confidence’ motion was to protest spending of some

$22.5 million without parliamentary approval on items ranging

from school stipends to an airport expansion project. This ‘scis-

soring’ of the budget was initiated by Moses Nagamootoo, the

same person who piloted the ‘no confidence’ motion in Parlia-

ment! The $22.5 billion was the restoration of monies cut from

the budget for the Amerindian Development Fund (ADF), hin-

terland airports, the University of Guyana student loan

programme, vouchers for public school students, and the One

Laptop for Family Project.

The second reason was the non-transfer of monies to the

Consolidated Fund, which was held, legally, by semi-autono-

mous agencies and the third reason was a procedural breach in

the $4 billion transferred to the Guyana Sugar Corporation

(GuySuCo) and allegation of corruption. However the Opposi-

tion Leader has maintained that, ‘They have not proven any of

these issues so far.’

We have now seen that these allegations of procedural

breaches are nothing compared to what is happening under the

Coalition Government. It must be recalled that the budget cuts

during Ramotar’s Administration were meant to frustrate the

functioning of the Ramotar Administration and to stymie social

and economic development and to oust the PPP/C from power.

The Budget was cut in 2014 by $37.4 billion, 2013 by $31

billion and 2012 by $21 billion. These cuts were unconscio-

nable and illegal to say the least! They were never proven to be

illegal! Acting Chief Justice Ian Chang ruled that the National

Assembly has no right to cut the National Budget and the Na-

tional Assembly has a role to either approve or disapprove of

the National Estimates, not to reduce them. Yet they were used

as reasons to bring down a democratically elected Government.

Compare this with the intent and purpose of this PPP motion of

‘no confidence’.

We have seen that until now the US$18 million signing bo-

nus which was the subject of many deceptive statements from

the Finance Minister and his government, is yet to be included

in the Consolidated Account. The Durban Park Project spend-

ing of over $1.3 billion is yet to be fully accounted for; the many

breaches of the Procurement Act ($605 million sole sourcing of

drugs at the GHPC and the $148 million Demerara Harbour

Bridge study, etc.), taxpayers losing more than $1 billion in 2017

due to overpayments to contractors, payments for goods with-

out vouchers and payments for goods that were not delivered,

unaccountability of more than $1 billion spent by the Amerindian

Ministry, the numerous cases of poor accountability highlighted

in the Auditor’s general report 2017, the loss of more than

30,000 jobs, the devastation of the sugar sector and the impov-

erishment of the dismissed workers and the negative ripple ef-

fects, the exorbitant increases in over     See page...............12

NO CONFIDENCE MOTION
By: Haseef Yusuf (Continued from cover page)
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Extraordinary people
survive under the most
terrible circumstance

and they become more
extraordinary due to it.

       NOTHING

It is important to
emphasize that Suicide
cannot be considered in

isolation. Instead,
the solution requires a

collaborative and
broader approach...

THE ABSENCE OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS MAKES CLAIMS OF DEMOCRACY IN GUYANA A BIG GIMMICK

NOTHING LESS WILL SUFFICE UNTIL THERE IS A REVOLUTION OF VALUES
 AND A MORE RADICAL RELOCATING OF POWER TO THE DISPOSSESSED

A Crisis of
Child Abuse in

Guyana

CSJAD: Catalyst For Authentic Political Discourse

Guyana made headlines 40 years ago
(Continued from page...........3)  would however say that it was an

American problem transported to Guyana soil.

Guyana became the location where for the first time an

American Congressman, Leo Ryan, was killed. I lived that part

of this country’s history. And even as I began to think about

Jonestown and those early policemen and other Guyanese who

went there and collected large sums of United States dollars, I

found out that a press conference hosted by the coalition gov-

ernment degenerated into a political rally.

Press conferences are for the media; party supporters

should not be entertained, not even as observers. This was not

so on Friday at Congress Place, much to my embarrassment.

Reporters complained that political leaders sat there and

allowed their supporters to harass the reporters. That left a bit-

ter taste in my mouth and had people saying that had President

David Granger been there no such thing could have happened.

Why did the leaders allow such a thing to happen? The

press conference was intended to tell the public what the coali-

tion would do in the days and months ahead. That opportunity

was lost and the coalition actually alienated some reporters.

I know the exuberance of the supporters, but a press con-

ference is not a place for such exuberance. A Partnership for

National Unity has issued an apology and has given an assur-

ance that there would be no repeat of such behaviour. I hope it

is not a little too late.

(Continued from page....11)  200 taxes placing an additional $60

billion tax burden on the people and businesses; reckless and

wasteful borrowing(over 200 billion), spiraling corruption at all

levels of Government, decreasing budgetary allocations vital for

agriculture and infrastructural developments, massive increases

in various criminal activities including the total destruction of the

Georgetown and frequent jail breaks and increasing police bru-

tality. How can there be any confidence when our treasury is

being raided on a daily basis and we, the taxpayers continue to

receive less but are demanded to increasingly pay more.

The people have spoken at the Local Government Elec-

tions as is evidenced both by those who voted and those who

abstained. The APNU and the AFC must not be fooled that

voters’ education was lacking for the poor turnout at the Local

Government Election. Those who stayed home did that inten-

tionally. The voters apathy displayed is as a result of the high

cost of living, retrogressing living standards and lack of public

security, these persons will willingly take part in a General Elec-

tion to change these obstacles to the ‘good life’ sooner than

2020. On the other hand, those who have voted sent a stronger

and graphic message to the APNU and the AFC that ‘enough is

enough’ and it’s time to go!

The masses have lost confidence! Therefore, the ‘no con-

fidence’ is definitely most opportune.

NO CONFIDENCE MOTION


